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I.

The Case for Urgent Action

Dear His Excellency Archbishop Thomas Wenski,
We come to you with a heavy heart but with great hope due to our faith in our Lord and Savior Jesus
Christ. Back in January 22, 2016 the members of our Parish of Saint Rose of Lima in Miami Shores were
informed that the Sisters of the Immaculate Heart of Mary would be leaving our school at the end of the
academic year. In the aftermath of this news and in our search for answers we have come to learn
about very grave improprieties by Father Pedro M. Corces.
We appeal for your urgent attention to this matter and for swift, decisive action. The reasons for this
great urgency, which are described at a greater length in this dossier, are:
1. Fr. Pedro puts the children of the Parish in grave danger. He has a history of placing unsuitable
characters in close contact with children. During his tenure as Vocation Director for the
Archdiocese of Miami, which ran from 1996 to 2006, he allowed for the placement of Miguel
Cala in St. Andrew Catholic School in Coral Springs, where Mr. Cala later sexually abused
children and is currently serving time. Fr. Pedro has also apparently circumvented the
background checks which are required for hiring employees who may be in contact with
children. Most recently he replaced members of his maintenance staff with a felon and
prostitute, Santeria practitioners, promiscuous gay practitioners and people who openly mock
the Catholic faith.
2. Fr. Pedro throughout his career has made a mockery of his vows of celibacy. He has a
documented history of being involved in romantic gay relationships, including his current
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

relationship with a maintenance worker, Alberto Cardenas whom he subsequently hired to work
in the church.
Fr. Pedro leads a Catholic church yet he openly mocks and defies the religion. Of the two
charities that he operates, Mision Manos Hermanas is listed in its IRS filing as a Protestant
organization and Action of Solidarity Inc. is listed as non‐religious. His boyfriend is a Santero
(voodoo religion) who openly mocks the Catholic faith. Fr. Pedro has hosted an
interdenominational service where he hosted practitioners of the following religions at the altar:
Protestant, Judaism, Islam. He also led a gay rights petition in defiance of Archdiocese policies.
Fr. Pedro has lied repeatedly to parishioners about the reason for the departure of the Sisters of
the I.H.M. One such, outright lie was repeated by him in the Sanctuary, in front of the altar, to a
group of parishioners. When asked for answers, Fr. Pedro generally insists on one on one
meetings with parishioners without witnesses, which raises questions about his trustworthiness.
There are troublesome red flags around Fr. Pedro’s financials, putting the Parish’s financials at
risk. Fr. Pedro enjoys frequent, lavish trips and dinners with his boyfriend. His boyfriend lives in
a condominium, not commensurate with the salary of a maintenance worker. Last year Fr.
Pedro raised funds in the parish for the purchase of a house in Cuba but did not give any
information about the recipients and it is rumored that the receiving family was that of a
maintenance worker at Saint Rose of Lima. Also raises questions that the parish St. Vincent de
Paul failed financially shortly after his tenure as its administrator. Fr. Pedro has increased
secrecy and reduced controls by dismantling the Financial Oversight Committee of the parish, by
changing the financial administrator three times in a year, and by changing the security code of
all video cameras as soon as he became pastor of St Rose of Lima.
Fr. Pedro demonstrates and has made clear his lack of interest in the Parish. He has told the
parishioners various times in the homily that he did not want to be our Pastor. He has told
another priest that he “hates” us. Ever since he became a priest, the parish has gone from
meeting its ABCD collections targets to missing them consistently. Fr. Pedro, unlike other
priests, never publicly appealed to our knowledge for donations for the ABCD even though any
shortfall would have to be covered by the parish. When a petition was presented to Father
Pedro, which was signed by over 600 parents, students and other stakeholders, asking that the
Sisters of IHM stay at Saint Rose, he ignored the petition, just as he has ignored all other such
requests. Father Pedro has rejected the many calls for a parish town hall.
Fr. Pedro openly violates Archdiocese polices and lacks morale character by not screening
maintenance employees he has hired to work amongst the children. Additionally, once when he
went on a vacation to Puerto Rico with Alberto Cardenas, Mr. Cardenas took a “sick leave” to fly
with him. Father Pedro thus covered for his employee’s lie and unethically allowed him to
collect sick pay while another employee who was actually sick had to come in and cover for him.
Fr. Pedro operates in ways that mock the example and teachings of our Lord Jesus Christ.
Instead of freely serving others he cultivates loyalties of individual parishioners through favors
so that they are beholden to him. When a group of nine parishioners asked him why the Sisters
of I.H.M. where leaving he demanded to know why one was questioning him given that Fr.
Pedro had helped him with a tuition problem previously. Likewise he reprimanded another
parishioner in front of the group when she tried to question him by pointing out that he had
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counseled her in times of need. In both cases he attempted to intimidate those that questioned
him and publicly reminded them of private “favors” in front of the other, shocked parishioners.
9. Fr. Pedro has stoked deep divisions in our parish. An e‐mail to the men’s Emmaus group
describes our community as “harshly divided” in the aftermath of Fr. Pedro’s recent actions.
This dossier details the improprieties of Father Pedro M. Corces that have come to light, as well as
suspected improprieties based on a preponderance of red flags. Before that we first list the urgent
actions we request.

II.

Urgent Actions Requested

We respectfully request your response at the greatest brevity with the following actions:
1. That Father Pedro be immediately removed as pastor given his extensive history of
grievous improprieties.
2.

Immediate removal from Saint Rose of Lima Parish of the maintenance workers Alberto
Cardenas, Alex Serpa aka Manolito Santile and Junior Reyes, followed by a

comprehensive review of the staff including background checks.
3. Request by the Archdiocese of Miami to the Mother Superior of the Sisters of the Immaculate Heart
of Mary that the nuns may remain at Saint Rose of Lima School.
4. An independent and thorough investigation, with an investigator of our reasonable
approval, into the financial dealings of Father Pedro, including in his roles at Saint Rose of Lima,
Saint Katharine Drexel, Saint Vincent de Paul and his charities.
5.

Review of recent exorbitant tuition hikes.

We request your urgent attention to this situation given the significant risks outlined above and to
minimize any opportunity for Father Pedro to cover his tracks. If such resolution is not satisfactory, we
reserve the right to take additional actions if necessary, such as appeals through other channels
provided by the Church hierarchy, appeals to the community at large, and legal action.
Below we proceed to discuss the evidence discovered so far. Most sources have been maintained
anonymous for this dossier but might be disclosed as the case may be during the course of a thorough
investigation of these matters. We request that all communications to us be directed to Rosa Armesto
at (786) 302‐3031 or armesto.gonzalez@att.net.
Sincerely,
Christifidelis, Saint Rose of Lima Miami Shores

III.

Maintenance Workers Let Go and New Ones Hired by Father Pedro
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During the Advent season in 2014, Father Pedro let go of a significant portion of the
maintenance staff of the parish despite performing a satisfactory job in the estimation of parish
members as far as we have been able to determine.

Father Pedro then replaced at least three of these positions with individuals whose
actions or views are inconsistent with the Catholic Church and who should not be
allowed to work in settings where children are expected to be such as our school. These actions or
views, which we document below, are grounds for dismissal as per a letter from His Excellency
Archbishop Thomas Wenski provided in Appendix A. Further, we parents who volunteer are held to high
standards as per the Virtus training and background checks and per the “Volunteer Pledge to Promote
Safe Environment”, which can be found in Appendix B. We expect employees to be held to these
standards as well. We contacted at various times our parish’s Volunteers Coordinator for confirmation
that all parish employees have had their backgrounds checked but never received such confirmation.
Instead she responded that Father Pedro, the Archdiocese and the nuns have to approve all new
employees. However, we verified that the nuns were never consulted on these new hires.
Also troubling, these three individuals had preexisting relationships with Father Pedro.

A. Father Pedro’s Improper Relationship with (Juan) Alberto Cardenas or
“Jalca”
To understand Father Pedro’s character and actions, and their effect on our community, we begin by
providing our findings regarding Alberto Cardenas, a maintenance worker that he hired on May 14, 2015
and with whom he has maintained an improper relationship since 2014. Below are some highlights from
our findings after which we will provide support for each of these.

Select Highlights:


Arrested for prostitution for offering a blow job to an undercover officer.



Felony charges of insurance fraud and uttering of forged bills.
Massage business suspected of erotic massages.
(Facebook) “Likes” an image of the Holy Cross being thrown into a trash can, and
a post which calls religion unnecessary.
“Likes” Santeria (voodoo religion) posts and praises Santero gods like Oshun.
“Likes” Atlantis All‐Gay Cruises and Resorts (hedonistic cruises).
Vulgarity online: Posted a picture of an anus on his public Facebook page when wishing







his friends a Happy New Year.


Typically spends four nights a week with Father Pedro at Mr. Cardenas’ condo.
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Both

have Wednesdays off weekly.



Involved with Father Pedro since 2014. Expensive getaways and dining out.
Has called in sick with his boss’ approval (Father Pedro) for leisure travel,
while a truly sick employee had to work in his place and incur overtime.

Here we will refer to Juan Alberto Cardenas by his Facebook name Alberto Cardenas. He is also known
as “Jalca” (Juan ALberto CArdenas) and “Juanito”. Below is a picture of him (to the right) with Father
Pedro, at P.F. Chang’s restaurant in Brickell on May 2, 2016. The picture below that was taken at
Flamingo Theater Bar on March 11, 2016.
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Inappropriate Relation
Father Pedro and Alberto Cardenas are boss and subordinate respectively. The job description for
Alberto Cardenas in Appendix A shows that Father Pedro has provided direct input into such job
description. As they are boss and subordinate respectively, Father Pedro’s very close relationship with
Alberto Cardenas is inappropriate. In a typical week, Father Pedro stays overnight at Alberto Cardenas’
apartment at La Arboleda Condominium, 1921 SW 17 Ave. #14, Miami on the nights of Tuesday,
Wednesday, Friday and Saturday. Per the job description, Father Pedro gives Mr. Cardenas additional
job duties on Mondays and Thursdays (i.e., cleaning the rectory). By leaving less for Mr. Cardenas to do
on Tuesday and Fridays Mr. Cardenas is able to leave earlier to spend more time with Father Pedro.
Similarly, on Wednesdays and Saturdays they often spend the entire day together. Indicative of the
time that Father Pedro spends at the condominium is the statement of a DIRECT TV account in the name
of Pedro Corces for services at Mr. Cardenas’ apartment, 1921 SW 17 Ave. #14, which can be found in
Appendix. B. This TV service was ordered recently: on April 4, 2016.
Criminal Record: Prostitution, Insurance Claims and Forged Bill
Alberto Cardenas has a criminal history (see Appendix G) that includes an arrest for Prostitution and
arrests on felony charges of Insurance Fraud and the Uttering of Forged Bills:


Prostitution: On October 6, 2000, when he was 36 years old, Alberto Cardenas approached a plain
clothes police officer in an unmarked vehicle and engaged him in conversation. He then offered
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the officer a “blow job” (oral sex) for $15, after which Mr. Cardenas was arrested.



Appendix H contains the arrest affidavit for Prostitution.
Uttering of Forged Bills: On July 15, 2002, when Mr. Cardenas was 38 years old, he was arrested for
Uttering Forged Bills.
Insurance Fraud: On October 4, 2004, when Mr. Cardenas was 40 years old, he was arrested for
Insurance Fraud. He had pretended to be a licensed medical doctor and signed insurance claim
forms as if he were a medical doctor and had these claim forms submitted to various insurance
companies as part of a fraudulent scheme to defraud insurance companies for personal gain.
Appendix I contains the arrest affidavit for Insurance Fraud. Mr. Cardenas was placed on probation.
There was a probation violation charge in September 2005, when he was 41 years old.

Massage Services: “Jalca Healing Hands, Corp.”
Alberto Cardenas has a massage company, Jalca Healing Hands, Corp., of which he is the sole

officer (see Appendix J).

This company was registered in Sarasota. In 2010 Alberto Cardenas

temporarily moved to Siesta Key Beach, which is in the Sarasota, FL area.

Apparently this company is still active. In the garbage of the rectory where Father Pedro lives, a tax
form for this company was recently found (see below). The fact that such form was filled in the rectory
also suggests a closer relationship between Father Pedro and Alberto Cardenas than the usual boss‐
subordinate relationship. It also raises the question as to whether Father Pedro provides tax or financial
advice of some type.
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In a sensual, gay massage site, a Jalca in Miami, whom we suspect is Alberto Cardenas, receives a
favorable review for his “good hands and products”. He is also referred to by the customer as “Al”.
Below is the link and the review, which is dated September 17, 2014.
http://masseurfinder34.rssing.com/chan‐20976001/all_p83.html.

A Jalca in Miami, whom we also suspect is Alberto Cardenas, appears to have given a review of another
gay masseur who gave him a “sensual” massage per below. This reviewer has had two appointments
with Jalca, with the most recent one on November 17, 2015.
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In the exchange below in Facebook, Alberto Cardenas jokes in Spanish with a friend that if he won the
lottery “We would open the company ‘Fresa y Chocolate’ 4 hands massage and we turn the city
upside down.” The movie “Fresa y Chocolate”, also known as “Strawberry & Chocolate” in English, is set
in Cuba and in it a gay man attempts to seduce a straight one.

Alberto Cardenas’ Views on Catholicism
In November 2015, Alberto Cardenas “liked” in Facebook the following drawing of a person throwing a
cross into the trash.

Alberto also liked the posting below which says that religion is unnecessary. A translation to English is as
follows: “You do not need religion to be moral. If you do not distinguish between good and bad, what
you need is empathy, not religion.” This is curious given his criminal history and despite having by that
point for almost a year a close relationship with Father Pedro.
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Alberto Cardenas’ Views on Santeria
Unlike his negative views on Catholicism, Alberto Cardenas “likes” in Facebook postings expressing views
or images of Santeria as well as mystics. Additionally, in his posting below on Monday, September 8,
2014, Alberto Cardenas offers “sunflowers for Oshun”, a Santero god.
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Below he likes a picture posted by his friend Carlos Jose Zamora of a Santero shrine on March 16, 2016.
This picture is also liked by another maintenance worker at Saint Rose of Lima, Manolito Santile.

Alberto Cardenas also liked this picture of a Santero shrine posted by his friend Carlos Jose Zamora on
March 15, 2016.
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Below he likes a picture of his friend Carlos Jose Zamora next to a Santero shrine on April 7, 2016. This
picture is also liked by Manolito Santile.

Alberto Cardenas likes in Facebook the following picture of his friend, Manolito Santile, sitting in front of
a Santero shrine, with the caption “with this mother Ochun”, a Santero god. (Posted on April 25, 2016.)

Alberto Cardenas likes in Facebook the following video of a shrine to Santero goddess Yemaya posted by
his friend Carlos Jose Zamora, on May 10, 2016, despite a year and a half of a close relationship with
Father Pedro, a Catholic priest.
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Below Alberto Cardenas says that Yemaya, who is the Santeria goddess of the seas, is calling him as a
way to say that he wants to go to the beach.

In addition to “liking” Santeria, Alberto Cardenas has also “liked” on various occasions postings from a
“psychic” called “Tarot de Jade”, such as the posting below. “Tarot de Jade” focuses on tarot readings,
in other words divination practiced by mystics and occultists.
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Vulgarity Inconsistent with Church Morality
Alberto Cardenas has various vulgar posts in Facebook. On January 2, 2015, shortly after starting his
close relationship with Father Pedro, he posted a photograph of an anus with a “~” sign since anus in
Spanish with that sign added becomes “año” or “year”. So below, Mr. Cardenas is wishing a happy new
year with a picture of an anus.

Among Alberto Cardenas “likes” in Facebook, are twelve Facebook pages dedicated to actor Michael
Fassbender, including one dedicated to his “ass” and another to his "butt". Also below is a “like” of
Atlantis All‐Gay Cruises and Resorts, which organizes hedonistic cruises.
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Below, Alberto Cardenas posted in Facebook a video with a vulgar title in Spanish “And that dick?
Hahaha”.
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Improper Relationship with Father Pedro
We now provide a history of known outings with Father Pedro, Alberto’s professions of love,
and other evidence which support the contention of an improper relationship with his employer,
Father Pedro. In our surveillance of Father Pedro, a typical weekly pattern consisted of

overnight stays at Alberto Cardenas’ apartment in La Arboleda Condominium four
nights a week: Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday. Father Pedro would usually visit his
parents’ house on Wednesday nights before proceeding to Alberto’s apartment. The couple often eats
out at restaurants for breakfast, lunch and/or dinner. We witnessed Father Pedro taking the weekly

groceries to Alberto’s apartment, taking clean towels to Mr. Cardenas’ apartment and lending his
car to Alberto, indicating great trust.
DECEMBER 18, 2014 (THURSDAY): Alberto Cardenas posted various photos of a stroll through South
Beach, including this one of a man with short black hair with white hair on the edges, broad upper torso
and posture that resemble Father Pedro’s.

DECEMBER 24, 2014 (WEDNESDAY): In the Facebook post below Alberto Cardenas reports “feeling

loved” at the Miami Shores Country Club.

He also mentions that someone had cooked for him

for breakfast the most loving (“amoroso”) scrambled eggs someone had ever cooked for him. He goes
on to declare “I’m in love!!!” Given that his close friends do not live in the Miami Shores areas, and
that he appears to have a romantic relationship with Father Pedro per subsequent posts, this suggests
that Alberto met up with Father Pedro in the Miami Shores Country Club that day.
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DECEMBER 28, 2014 (SUNDAY): In the post below, from his apartment in La Arboleda Condominium
Alberto reports “feeling loved”. He also declares that “There is nothing like saying good

morning to the person you love with a romantic touch.”

The hand in the picture, with the very

short fingernail, the lighter tone than Alberto’s hands and the shape of the fingers, appears to be Father
Pedro’s. Father Pedro is often seen nibbling on his fingernails which probably explains why they are
very short in all pictures. Later surveillance would indeed prove that Father Pedro stays overnight
frequently at Alberto’s apartment.

DECEMBER 31, 2014 (WEDENSDAY): Below Alberto Cardenas posted a picture at Balans restaurant in
Lincoln Road, South Beach, where you can see Father Pedro’s face from the side, including his eye.
The very short fingernails and sparse, black hair on his arms also match. In this post Alberto Cardenas is
“Feeling happy.”
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JANUARY 1, 2015 (THURSDAY): Alberto Cardenas shares pictures via mobile upload of a new year
celebration which he attended. The one picture that is not from that new year event is a picture of
Father Pedro from their outing to Balans the prior day. Perhaps not coincidentally Alberto Cardenas
says below in Spanish that “My love is missing from here […] There were you [i.e., his love] are,
receive [the new year] for me!!!”
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JANUARY 19, 2015 (MONDAY): Alberto Cardenas reports “feeling wonderful” at Miami Shores
Country Club.

JANUARY 19, 2015 (MONDAY): Father Pedro went on a trip with Alberto Cardenas and

Manolito Santile to Islamorada Key before they worked as maintenance workers
at Saint Rose of Lima. Also on the trip was Manolito’s boyfriend, Jorgem Trinidad, and Carlos Jose
Zamora. All of Father Pedro’s travel companions are followers of Santeria (a form
of voodoo). In the close up, notice Father Pedro’s broad back, the side of his head, eyeglasses and
his olive shorts.
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FEBRUARY 10, 2015 (TUESDAY): Alberto posted a picture during a trip to Washington D.C., which
appears to show Father Pedro from the back based on the eyeglasses , the broad upper torso and
posture.

MARCH 27, 2015 (FRIDAY): Alberto Cardenas posted on Facebook that “Love is the passion for the other
person’s happiness” and that he is “feeling loved”. He posts this message with a hand that matches
Father Pedro’s including the very short fingernails and the birthmark on his left hand. Also matching are
Father Pedro’s olive‐colored shorts and the sparse, black hair on his leg.
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APRIL 8‐10, 2015 (WEDNESDAY‐FRIDAY): During Easter vacation, Alberto Cardenas and Father Pedro
travelled to Puerto Rico. Per below, Alberto Cardenas reported “feeling awesome” at the Sheraton
Puerto Rico Hotel and Casino. Appendix K contains the guest folio for the stay in Sheraton Puerto
Rico in the name of Pedro Corces for two guests from April 8‐10, 2015.

Below are pictures that Alberto Cardenas posted on Facebook of Father Pedro, along with close ups of
him. Note Father Pedro’s red sneakers are the same ones he wears in the surveillance pictures taken on
May 4, 2016 at the Miami International Airport.
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In this next picture, where Alberto is “feeling amused”, it appears to be Father Pedro as well again by
the shape of his head and legs and the glasses.
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MAY 14, 2015 (THURSDAY): Alberto Cardenas reviewed Island City House hotel in Key West, presumably
after travelling there. This is an expensive hotel with prices starting in the mid‐$200s.

JUNE 25, 2015 (THURSDAY): Alberto reports again “feeling loved” while at the Miami Shores
Country Club.

JULY 14, 2015 (TUESDAY): Alberto Cardenas posts an image of a gift he received from

Peru the

prior day, Monday, July 13, 2015. This coincides with the timing of Father Pedro’s return from a trip to
Peru with Mision Manos Hermanas. In the background appears to be Father Pedro’s black, priest pants
and his feet, as he possibly prepares to go to work in the morning. Alberto also posts that he is “happy
that they [the gifts] are in this house and are a part of this happiness.”
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AUGUST 14, 2015 (FRIDAY): Picture of Alberto Cardenas lying on a couch apparently in the rectory.
This black couch looks like the one that Father Pedro took to the rectory when he moved in.

NOVEMBER 8, 2015 (SUNDAY): Alberto Cardenas posted on Facebook that he is “Celebrating his
birthday”. He further explains that he is celebrating the birthday of an “incognito friend.” We
believe he is referring to Father Pedro, whose birthday is November 9th, which fell on a Monday.
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NOVEMBER 13, 2015 (FRIDAY): Shortly after Father Pedro’s birthday on November 9th, Father Pedro and
Alberto Cardenas again vacationed together in Puerto Rico. They stayed in La Concha Renaissance
Resort, in the upscale Condado Beach area of San Juan, Puerto Rico from November 13‐16,
2015. An online search found that single room prices with 1 king or queen bed start at $273 per night.
Appendix L is the hotel guest folio in the name of Pedro Corces. (It only includes valet parking
and gratuities for housekeeping, possibly because the stay had been prepaid.) Appendix R is the
receipt from the Hertz car rental in Puerto Rico from November 13‐16, 2015 in the name of Pedro
Corces. Interestingly, the car rental mileage is 474 miles. For an island that is only about 100 miles long
and 35 miles wide this is a very high mileage. We see further below that there are pictures of Father
Pedro in Cabo Rojo, which is in the farthest area in the island from San Juan. Going there as part of the
trip might have helped him rack up such high mileage. Below are various postings by Alberto Cardenas
from La Concha, A Renaissance Resort.
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In the picture below is Alberto Cardenas lying on the hotel room bed. Next to it is a picture of the same
room, downloaded from the website of La Concha Renaissance Resort on April 27, 2016, thus confirming
that they indeed stayed there.
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NOVEMBER 15, 2015 (SUNDAY): Below are photos of Father Pedro’s back that Alberto Cardenas posted
during their vacation in Puerto Rico. The head, glasses, shoulders and legs match Father Pedro’s.

NOVEMBER 13, 2015, 7:59 AM: Below is an e‐mail from Art Castle, former maintenance supervisor,
confirming that Alberto Cardenas called in sick for two days even though he went on

vacation with his boss, Father Pedro.

As a result, a sick person had to come in to cover for

Alberto and extra overtime cost was incurred by the parish.
Orlando,
As you know ‐ Alberto is out sick. I just got a call from Alexander ‐ who is also ill. I feel pretty
bad today ‐ but had no choice but to be here.
I asked Eugene to come in early to help with the Church bathrooms before the weekend ‐ as
well as to assist me, since Junior will be covering for Alex in the Cafeteria. This will result in
some extra overtime for him, but I see no alternative withe at least 2 people out.
Thanks,
Art
29

DECEMBER 9, 2015 (WEDNESDAY): Father Pedro and Alberto Cardenas went to see the musical “Kinky
Boots” (about a drag queen that develops a plan to produce custom footwear for drag queens) at the
Adrienne Arsht Center. Below is the Facebook “check‐in” for the show. Next to it is the receipt, which
shows that the tickets were in the name of Pedro Corces, they were charged on a credit card that Father
Pedro has used on other occasions (ending in ‐3928) and the total charge is very high at $257.60.

DECEMBER 30, 2015 (WEDNESDAY): Alberto Cardenas and Father Pedro like to eat out frequently, for
breakfast, lunch and dinner. Alberto posted the picture below of the breakfast he is eating with Father
Pedro at Bagel Emporium and Grille. Next to this picture is one posted in March on the Facebook page
of Mision Manos Hermanas, and where you can see Father Pedro’s white bracelet and the same shirt
(blue and pink stripes, with grey stripe on sleeve) that Father Pedro wears at the breakfast.
Bagel Emporium and Grille

Mision Manos Hermanas Meeting
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JANUARY 15‐18, 2016 (FRIDAY‐MONDAY, MLK DAY): This picture on Alberto Cardenas’ Facebook page
again shows Father Pedro’s hands, and white bracelet, as they dine in Lucien, an expensive restaurant in
New York. Next is a screenshot of Lucien’s expensive menu.
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During the trip to New York, Alberto Cardenas “liked” the following: Lucien restaurant, Hudson Hotel,
Spice Market restaurant, Bubby’s restaurant, Rockefeller Center, The Met museum, and Fort Lauderdale
airport. Below are additional screenshots from the trip, including presumably Father Pedro’s hand in
the second and third picture, with their very short fingernails. The third picture is in Vapiano
Restaurant, also in New York.
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JANUARY 21, 2016 (THURSDAY): The white bracelet on the left arm in the picture seems to be the same
one we have observed in other pictures of Father Pedro. The visible text on the bracelet says “manas”,
which could represent the last letters of Father Pedro’s charity, Mision Manos Hermanas. This picture
was posted by Alberto Cardenas. This is Alberto’s cat “Dakota” and the floor matches that of Alberto’s
condominium.

MARCH 5, 2016 (SATURDAY, AFTERNOON): The pictures below show Alberto Cardenas walking into the
rectory, where Father Pedro officially lives. Alberto Cardenas had been observed visiting the rectory
often.

MARCH 5, 2016 (SATURDAY, 11PM): Father Pedro and Alberto Cardenas were observed by a
parishioner loading a car in the rector’s driveway at 11pm. They were dressed in clothes which
suggested a night outing of dining and/or partying. Father Pedro was wearing a guayabera‐type shirt
and pants and Alberto Cardenas a dressy shirt and jeans.
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MARCH 7, 2016 (MONDAY): Alberto Cardenas was observed walking out of the rectory at approximately
8am, and headed towards the school.
MARCH 11, 2016 (FRIDAY): During the Holy Season of Lent, Alberto Cardenas posted the picture below
in Facebook of dinner at Sushi Siam in Brickell. The arm belongs to Father Pedro as that shirt is the one
he wore that night (see next section) and because of the very short fingernail. Additionally, this is
consistent with Alberto Cardenas’ general avoidance of including Father Pedro’s face in pictures.

MARCH 11, 2016 (FRIDAY NIGHT): After dinner, Father Pedro and Alberto Cardenas went to the
Flamingo Theater Bar to watch a show by Cuban signer Carlos Varela. Below are three photographs
taken by the bar’s official photographer. Included alongside is a Facebook post by Alberto Cardenas.
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MARCH 23‐24, 2016 (WED. EVENING – HOLY THURSDAY AM): A private investigator (PI) saw Father
Pedro visit his parents’ house at 3170 SW 26th St, Miami in Little Havana at 7pm. Father Pedro took his
father for a ride in his car, a red Mazda 3 Grand Touring, tag# AWZQ69, at 9pm and took him back
without stopping anywhere. He then went to Alberto Cardenas’s apartment in 1910 SW 17th Ave, UNIT
14, Miami, FL 33145, which conveniently is only 7 minutes away from his parents’ house, taking bags of
food from his parents’ house. After sleeping over, on Holy Thursday at 7am Father Pedro and Alberto
Cardenas left Alberto’s apartment. They stopped at Arahis Bakery in Calle Ocho, where Father Pedro
stepped out of the car to buy breakfast (see image further below), and then got back on to drive them to
the rectory. Before 9am Alberto Cardenas was seen leaving the rectory headed towards the church.
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Father Pedro generally parks in the rectory’s indoor garage so Alberto Cardenas generally walks for work
from the rectory. Father Pedro walked from the rectory to Saint Rose shortly after.

Arahis Bakery

APRIL 1, 2016 (FRIDAY): Father Pedro and Albert Cardenas were recorded leaving Alberto’s apartment
in the evening around 8pm in Father Pedro’s red Mazda. The PI lost them when they entered the
parking lot in the Brickell, downtown area. The PI went back to Alberto Cardenas’ apartment complex at
around 11pm and observed Father Pedro’s red Mazda was back there.
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APRIL 4, 2016 (MONDAY): At approximately 1:30am, Father Pedro’s car was seen at Alberto Cardenas
apartment building. Alberto Cardenas left alone driving Father Pedro’s car at around 7:24am. He
arrived at the rectory at 7:41am and entered into the covered garage.

APRIL 8‐10, 2016 (FRIDAY‐SUNDAY): Father Pedro was not observed as he was out of town.
APRIL 12, 2016 (TUESDAY): Father Pedro’s car was seen at his parent’s house in Little Havana before
6pm. Around 7pm, Father Pedro went to Alberto Cardenas’ apartment. Photo of Father Pedro’s car in
Alberto Cardenas’ condominium at 7:45pm:
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After 8pm what appeared to be Alberto Cardenas (wearing clothes observed at other times in daylight)
left the condominium and drove the red Mazda back to outside the rectory of Saint Rose of Lima. There
he picked up someone in front of the rectory, which we believe to be Pedro Corces, as a parishioner had
witnessed Father Pedro waiting in front of the church minutes before the pick up at approximately 9pm.
The driver (Cardenas) was noted to get out and move to the passenger side and Father Pedro took the
driver’s seat and drove all the way to Little Havana where surveillance then lost them. Around 10:30pm
Father Pedro’s car was seen parking at Mr. Cardenas’ condominium. It was dark, but two men were
seeing exiting the car and entering into the condominium.
APRIL 13, 2016 (WEDNESDAY): The next morning at 8:05am, Father Pedro’s car was seen at Alberto
Cardenas’ condominium, suggesting he stayed overnight.

Father Pedro and Alberto Cardenas left together in the morning and were seen returning at 1:43pm
from the Calle Ocho direction, possibly after having had lunch there. In the second picture, Father Pedro
is reading a magazine as he walks and Alberto Cardenas is carrying a bag. Father Pedro is wearing a
purple and pink striped shirt seen in other photos.
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APRIL 14, 2016 (THURSDAY): Father Pedro’s car was observed at 1:40am at Alberto Cardenas’
condominium:

At 7:27am Father Pedro and Alberto Cardenas were observed leaving the parking lot of Mr. Cardenas’
condominium in Father Pedro’s red Mazda and headed toward Saint Rose of Lima School. The second
picture is of Father Pedro’s car as it headed north on I‐95. The third photograph is of the car exiting I‐95
and getting on 103rd Street in Miami Shores.
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At 7:47am Father Pedro and Alberto Cardenas were observed heading East on 103rd Street towards Saint
Rose of Lima. Shortly after, their car was seen entering into the rectory’s garage and Alberto Cardenas
headed for work from the open garage door. At around 8am Father Pedro walked from the rectory to
Saint Rose. They both arrived in Saint Rose dressed for work, suggesting that they showered and
prepared for the day in Mr. Cardenas’ apartment.

APRIL 15, 2016 (FRIDAY): Alberto Cardenas was seen walking Eastward on 105th Street toward the
school around 7:55am. We speculate he probably went by bus since he does not have his own car and
Thursday night is not a night Father Pedro usually stays over at his condominium.
Around 3:40pm Father Pedro left the rectory in his Mazda. Father Pedro went to Miami Beach, but the
trail was lost.
Surveillance began again at 5:30pm and shortly after 7pm Father Pedro arrived to the rectory in a black
Mercedes, tag # GIEV16, and on the passenger side out came maintenance worker Junior Reyes.
Approximately two hours later shortly after 9pm a silver car arrived. Alberto Cardenas was witnessed
getting out of the car and entering the rectory via the garage which opened for him upon arrival. He
was dressed in a long‐sleeved white shirt and jean‐type shorts, an outfit noted on other occasions,
carrying a light travel bag slung over his shoulder.
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APRIL 16, 2016 (SATURDAY): It was noted the next morning at 9:16am that the Black Mercedes was
gone. Shortly after, Alberto Cardenas posted in Facebook that he was at IHOP, in Marathon in the
Florida Keys, on the way to Key West. Per the screenshot below, fellow maintenance worker Manolito
Santile commented in reaction to this post: “Enjoy brother.” Interestingly, Father Pedro drove to Key
West in a black Mercedes, which was rented from Hertz per the vehicle record in Appendix S. He left his
red car in Alberto Cardenas’ condominium, where people unknown to us were observed staying for the
weekend in Mr. Cardenas’ apartment.

Alberto Cardenas posted that evening from The Inn at Key West, a hotel that boasts the biggest pool in
Key West. In one of the pictures (see zoomed in image), one can see Father Pedro’s legs, shorts and
shoes reflected in a mirror as he photographs Alberto Cardenas.
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Appendix M provides the guest folio for a stay from April 16‐17, 216 in the name of Pedro

Corces, for a deluxe double bed room for four guests.

Even though all of Alberto Cardenas’ pictures

on Facebook are of him alone, it seems that Father Pedro and two other guests travelled with them.
The total cost for the one night stay was $330.94.
APRIL 17, 2016 (SUNDAY): Alberto Cardenas posted pictures from Duval Street in Key West. Manolito
Santile commented in Facebook “How dangerouuuuss”. A parishioner’s friend living in Key West alleges
that he saw Alberto Cardenas and Father Pedro walking together as he took his dog for a walk and
Alberto commented to him that his dog was “gay”.
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Among the pictures Alberto Cardenas posted was one at a store in Duvall Street. The mannequin behind
him has reflective glasses and it would appear that one could see in them the person who is taking the
picture, except that the resolution of the picture posted is not high enough. Maybe because he realized
that the glasses were reflective, on May 1, 2016 Alberto Cardenas changed his profile picture to this
same picture, but with the mannequin’s face blacked out. (Picture to the right.) Why would Alberto
Cardenas try to hide that reflection?

APRIL 19, 2016 (TUESDAY): A little before 9pm, Father Pedro left the rectory in his red Mazda and after
many turns, ended on US 1 southbond, after which he turned left onto SW 184th St. Shortly afterwards
the Mazda made a sudden right hand turn and stopped at the gates of the parking lot of Our Lady of the
Holy Rosary Catholic school. At that moment, out of the dark came running Alberto Cardenas, who was
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wearing tight shorts and a polo shirt. He jumped quickly into the passenger seat, shortly after which the
car left but was lost by surveillance.
APRIL 20, 2016 (WEDNESDAY): At 6:19am Father Pedro’s red Mazda was seen parked at Alberto
Cardenas’ condominium.

At 11:30am Father Pedro, Alberto Cardenas and Deacon Jorge Hernandez were recorded in the Palacio
de los Jugos deli where they were observed having a jovial time as per the screenshots below of the
video taken. The three were then followed to a gift shop (third picture below.)

The three were later observed entering into Everglades Safari Park. Below is a picture of Father Pedro
and Alberto Cardenas on an airboat at the park.
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APRIL 21, 2016 (THURSDAY): At around 1am Father Pedro’s red Mazda was seen parked in Alberto’s
condominium.

After 7:30am Father Pedro and Alberto Cardenas were observed leaving the condo. Father Pedro
walked quickly. A photograph was taken of Mr. Cardenas taking out the garbage (see picture below).

Shortly after 8:30am Father Pedro car drove into the rectory’s garage. Alberto Cardenas walked out of
the garage to the church while Father Pedro went to the church shortly after going inside the rectory.
The picture to the left is of the car entering and the picture to the right is of Mr. Cardenas after exiting
the car.
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APRIL 22, 2016 (FRIDAY): At7:07pm Alberto Cardenas was photographed walking into the rectory.

APRIL 24, 2016 (SUNDAY): At 5:15am, Father Pedro’s car was observed parked at Alberto Cardenas’
condominium.
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APRIL 25, 2016 (MONDAY): Surveillance showed up at Alberto Cardenas’ apartment at 5am but he
never appeared leaving his apartment. He was seen walking into church around 8am. It is possible he
slept over at the rectory but we cannot confirm.
Shortly after 3pm, i.e., prime end of day pickup time at the school, Father Pedro was observed picking
up Alberto Cardenas in front of the church.

APRIL 26, 2016 (TUESDAY): Alberto Cardenas was seen working at the church at 7:53am, having arrived
earlier than usual. It was not clear how he arrived to work or whether he might have stayed overnight
at the rectory.
At 9:40pm Father Pedro was observed entering into a Publix supermarket in Brickell, where he shopped
for approximately half an hour. At around 10:30pm he was observed arriving at Alberto Cardenas’
condominium carrying several loaded bags of groceries. Judging by the time spent, and quantity of
groceries, this appeared to be like routine, weekly grocery shopping. Below is Father Pedro’s car parked
at the condominium.

APRIL 27, 2016 (WEDNESDAY): At 7:32am Father Pedro’s car was seen still parked at Alberto Cardenas’
condominium. At around 9am Father Pedro and Alberto Cardenas came out of the apartment, along
with a surprise sleepover guest, Deacon Jorge Hernandez.
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By 9:30am the three went to “La Exquisita” restaurant on Calle Ocho. Below are pictures of Father
Pedro, Deacon Jorge Hernandez leaving the restaurant at 10:16‐10:17am. The picture to the bottom
right shows Deacon Hernandez rubbing Albert Cardenas’ back again.

After that, the three went to South Beach. From where Alberto Cardenas posted: “Day off. Beach and
sandwich.”

At 11:47pm Father Pedro’s car was observed at Alberto Cardenas’ condominium.
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APRIL 28, 2016 (THURSDAY): Upon returning to Alberto Cardenas’ condominium at 6:07am, surveillance
observed Father Pedro’s car still parked there.

After 7:30am, Father Pedro left Alberto Cardenas’ condominium. Alberto Cardenas came out right after
and dropped bags in the garbage bin before getting onto Father Pedro’s car. Father Pedro and Alberto
Cardenas were photographed in 103rd Street in Miami Shores on their way to Saint Rose of Lima.

Father Pedro’s car arrived at the rectory around 8am. Below we see Alberto Cardenas crossing the
street from the rectory to the church.
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APRIL 29, 2016 (FRIDAY): Alberto Cardenas was observed a little before 3:30pm leaving church in this
BMW car.

APRIL 30, 2016 (SATURDAY): Alberto Cardenas posted that its “party night” from Vapianos restaurant.
In one picture there are 3 glasses of wine, possibly Father Pedro, Alberto Cardenas and Deacon Jorge
Hernandez.
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MAY 1, 2016 (SUNDAY): Around 10pm, Father Pedro’s car was seen returning to the rectory. Three
people appear to have stepped down from the car, possibly Father Pedro, Alberto Cardenas and Deacon
Jorge Hernandez.
MAY 2, 2016 (MONDAY): Alberto Cardenas posted on Facebook pictures of Father Pedro, Deacon Jorge
Hernandez and himself at P.F. Chang’s on Brickell in downtown.

MAY 3, 2016 (TUESDAY): Father Pedro and Alberto Cardenas attended another drag queen‐

themed show.

Specifically, in the rectory trash were found receipts for a showing of the movie

“Viva” at 9pm in O Cinema Wynwood. The movie is about a drag queen’s performance at a club in
Havana. Below is the poster for the movie and a copy of the receipt.
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MAY 4, 2016 (WEDNESDAY): Father Pedro, Deacon Hernandez and a young, muscled man all went to
Alberto Cardenas’ apartment in the morning.

After that they headed to Miami International Airport. Alberto Cardenas and Deacon Jorge Hernandez
had suitcases. However, it was Father Pedro who handled the ticketing for them as if he were the
organizer of the trip, while they silently waited behind him. (See picture to the right below.)
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The goodbyes were very affectionate between Alberto Cardenas and the young muscled man in the first
picture and among Deacon Hernandez, Alberto Cardenas and the muscled man in the second picture.
Afterward Mr. Cardenas and the deacon began their four day vacation in San Antonio.
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Picture of Alberto Cardenas and Deacon Jorge Hernandez in San Antonio:

Going forward, Father Pedro’s weekly commute schedule may change as Alberto Cardenas’ apartment is
in foreclosure. (He is a renter.)

B. Maintenance Worker: Alex Serpa aka Manolito Santile

Select Highlights:



“Likes” in Facebook a



Practicing Santero (voodoo religion.)

site for "for men who like to masturbate while
watching a porno movie or while being watched by another
masturbating man".

Alex Serpa aka Manolito Santile started working at Saint Rose in May 14, 2015. However, his various
online Facebook posts flagrantly violate the Archdiocese of Miami’s standards of conduct for “Creating
and Maintaining a Safe Environment for Children and Vulnerable Adults”, which are provided in
Appendix A. Further, per Archbishop Thomas Wenski’s letter on January 5, 2015 to the employees of
the Archdiocese of Miami, a copy of which is provided in Appendix B, “Employees should exercise
discretion when posting on social media sites and note that online activity indicative of prohibitive
behaviors may subject an employee to disciplinary action or termination.”
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Before discussing Manolito Santiles’ Facebook posts, below we provide a screenshots that demonstrate
that even though on his Facebook page he appears as “Manolito Santile”, the “official” name with which
he is registered in Facebook is Alexander Serpa.

Obscene Public Facebook Posts ‐ Communities Liked by Manolito Santile
The Facebook communities highlighted below, which Manolito has “liked”, violate the Archdiocese
prohibition on “obscene literature.” Appendix E has a complete listing of Facebook communities that
Manolito Santile publicly likes. We highlight a few:


“Pajeros Heteros” (“hetereosexual masterbaters”): Clicking on the link takes you to the webpage
below, with a “profile picture” of men with their underpants down by their ankles. According to
site’s description, which we translate into English, it is "for men who like to masturbate

while watching a porno movie or while being watched by another
masturbating man". A review of the posts on this page confirms that it is a “hookup“ site.
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“Bttmboyz”: Men use this website to post photographs of their buttocks wearing underwear only.
“Gay and Bi‐sexual men around Joburg”: This website is a “hookup” site. “Joburg” is slang for the
city of Johannesburg, South Africa.
"Gay del zulia maracaibo": Another “hookup” site. Maracaibo is a city in Zulia, a state of
Venezuela.

Obscene Public Facebook Posts


Manolito Santile posted on his public Facebook page the photograph of a man’s naked back

side.

Also in the picture is Carlos Jose Zamora (in white teeshirt) , a friend of Alberto Cardenas and

Manolito, who has previously travelled to the Florida Keys as part of a small group which included
them and Father Pedro.



The link below, which Manolito Santile shared on his Facebooks page, translates from Spanish as
“Look what happens to him for fucking a horse”. (“Follar” is a slang term in Spanish
which is equivalent to the” f‐word” in English.) If you click on the link it takes you to a sex website
called impresionantesvideos.com (“impressive videos.com”).
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Photograph of friends in underwear. Manolito’s description of his post translates to: “How
delicious!!!! Look at my friend Cacha the one‐handed. A big kiss for her…”



Photograph of inappropriate dancing (liked by Alberto Cardenas).
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Public Facebook Postings Confirming Santeria Practice
In his posts, Manolito Santile praises Santero gods like Yemaya and Oshun and includes pictures of
himself participating in Santeria practices.


In the following postings, Manolito Santile is participating in a Santero ritual. Manolito and
fellow Santero practitioners are dressed in white and certain ones wear Santero necklaces as part of
this ritual.
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In the next post, Manolito Santile describes as “beautiful and wise” the following words he
attributes to Santero god “Oshun”: “My son, be calm. To any who may try to attempt against you, I
will make sure to make his life difficult and bitter, without carrying about his crown or ceremony.”



Manolito Santile also “liked” the posting below dated April 6, 2016 of a Santero shrine with a
caption praising a Santero goddess, whom he addresses as “mother”.
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Manolito Santile liked another picture of a Santero shrine posting on March 16, 2016, which was
previously referenced in the write‐up about Alberto Cardenas. We document here his “like”.



Manolito Santile “liked” the post below, dated April 12, 2016, praising Santero god “Ocha” or
“Osha” as representing “heart, sacrifice, humility, faith, obedience and specially respect.”

Other
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Below is a link to a Facebook video where Manolito Santiles is smoking something suspicious‐looking in
a house party. This video, which was posted on Christmas Day 2015, shows suggestive

dancing and apparent intoxication, with not a sign of Christmas in that house:
https://www.facebook.com/100007922161780/videos/1675360622737994/?autoplay_reason=gatekee
per&video_container_type=0&app_id=350685531728

In the Facebook picture below, of Alberto Cardenas’ bed in his apartment in La Arboleda Condominium
on January 29, 2015, we see Manolito Santile (shirtless), Jorgem Trinidad (Manolito’s boyfriend, next to
him) and Carlos Jose Zamora (against the wall). Manolito and Alberto Cardenas have known each other
since at least 2000, as Mr. Cardenas posts on January 19, 2015 during the trip to the Florida Keys (see
Alberto Cardenas timeline above) that on that day that it had been “14 years, 7 months and 2 days”
since they had been together.
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Below are some pictures of Manolito Santile with his boyfriend, Jorgem Trinidad. The last two pictures
are “liked” by Alberto Cardenas.

C. Maintenance Worker: Junior A. Reyes

Highlights:
 Relationship with Father Pedro since at least 2004.
 Living in rectory for the last year.
 Tends to leave the rectory late at night (e.g., 11pm‐1am) and return early in the morning (3‐
5am).


Frequents sex video booths at Tokyo Valentino.



Neighbors with children afraid of him.

Junior Alberty Reyes, who is 47 years old according to ussearch.com, was also hired by Father Pedro last
year and has a longstanding relationship with him. Over 11 years ago, on Saturday, October 9,
2004, Father Pedro was involved in a car accident where his sole passenger was Mr. Reyes.
(See the accident report in Appendix O.)
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Junior Reyes has lived or lives in at least three addresses linked to Father Pedro:






42 Phoenetia Ave., Coral Gables FL, 33134: This is the address that Mr. Reyes provided at the time
of the car accident in 2004. This address is the one that Father Pedro used in his guest folio from
Sheraton Puerto Rico in April 2016 (see Appendix R).
3172 SW 26th St., Miami FL 33133: A search of whitepages.com provides this address for Junior
Reyes, although he apparently does not live there anymore. Per county records, Father Pedro’s
parents, Raimundo Manolo Corces and W. Estrella, live in 3170 SW 26th St., Miami FL 33133. The
reason for the similar address is that Father Pedro’s parents own a duplex which has both addresses,
3170 and 3172.

Saint Rose of Lima Rectory: According to various neighbors of the rectory, Junior Reyes has been
living there for over a year. Garbage from the rectory includes ATM invoices of Mr. Reyes. His car
has been witnessed parked in the driveway on weekends. His car has also been observed there at
very late hours when visitors would have otherwise left. The pictures below were taken on April 30,
2016 after 1am.
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Neighbors report that he has been living in the rectory for over a year. Certain neighbors
with children are scared of Junior.
Junior Reyes usually goes out alone at night. Typically he will leave in his grey Honda tag#246HNC from
the covered garage in the rectory after midnight and return at around 4 to 5am. When he returns in the
early hours he leaves his car parked outside in the driveway next to the garage. Then later in the
morning he moves his car into the covered garage, which raises the question as to whether he is trying
to hide that he lives in the rectory.
Some instances where Junior Reyes appears to have stayed overnight at rectory:
 APRIL 30, 2016 (SATURDAY): In the video below taken at 12:45AM Junior Reyes is tossing an object,
possibly a spent cigarette (circled), after apparently smoking on the rectory’s balcony.



MAY 1, 2016 (SUNDAY): Junior Reyes left the rectory at 12:30am and returned at 5:39am. The
screenshot below shows his return.
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MAY 2, 2016 (MONDAY): Junior was observed opening the garage door for Father Pedro when he
arrived by car at the rectory at 5pm, another indication that Junior lives there.
MAY 7, 2016 (SATURDAY): Junior was observed leaving the rectory after 7pm the prior day and
returning to the rectory at 5:04am.

Junior Reyes drops his garbage in separate bags from the other inhabitants of the rectory. Below are
pieces of a copy of Junior’s passport. Next to it is an ATM receipt from April 24, 2016 at 1:10am which is
an hour that is not uncommon for him to initiate his night outings. One ATM receipt of Junior showed
approximately $9,000 in his bank account.

Junior Reyes paid for a sex video booth at Tokyo Valentino and the receipt was found

in a Catholic rectory’s trash.

The transaction occurred on April 23, 2016 at 4:02am. A second

receipt is included below from May 5, 2016 at 12:13am, again consistent with the times when Junior
Reyes is out. These transactions were found in “Junior’s” trash bags.
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Other bags appeared to have possibly human fluids but have not been tested.
There have been concerns among some parents who have witnessed maintenance workers with or next
to children. For example, a maintenance worker was allegedly seen alone taking a little boy to the clinic.
On March 16th, a parishioner’s daughter who attends Saint Rose saw a maintenance man with a pony
tail, possibly Junior Reyes, talking to a boy from maybe 7th or 8th grade during recess, at the tent right
outside the cafeteria.
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D. Deacon Jorge Hernandez
Deacon Jorge Hernandez who comes from New Mexico, appears to have an unusually close relationship
with Father Pedro and Alberto Cardenas. During our surveillance, he has often appeared affectionate
with Father Pedro and Alberto Cardenas, rubbing their backs, and clearly enjoying spending time with
both, sharing many laughs with Alberto Cardenas in particular. As noted above, he slept over at Alberto
Cardenas’ apartment, along with Father Pedro on at least one occasion.
Some instances where we have seen Deacon Jorge Hernandez with Father Pedro and/or Alberto
Cardenas include:
 APRIL 12, 2016 (TUESDAY): Father Pedro, Deacon Jorge Hernandez and another man were seen at
Fiorito restaurant for lunch.
 APRIL 22, 2016 (FRIDAY): At 3:12pm Deacon Jorge Hernandez was seen walking into the Sanctuary
rubbing Alberto Cardenas’ back. (Picture below.) Various times we have observed the deacon
rubbing the backs of Mr. Cardenas and Father Pedro, which raises the question whether this is his
usual interaction with others or whether he has a special affection.



APRIL 27, 2016 (WEDNESDAY): Deacon Jorge Hernandez apparently slept over the previous night
with Alberto Cardenas and Father Pedro at Alberto’s apartment. Below is a picture of Jorge
Hernandez rubbing Alberto Cardenas’ back again. This is as they left “La Exquisita” restaurant on
Calle Ocho with Father Pedro at 10:17am.
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MAY 2, 2016 (MONDAY): Deacon Hernandez went to P.F. Chang’s in Brickell with Father Pedro and
Alberto Cardenas, as covered in Mr. Cardenas’ timeline above.

The envelope below is possibly further proof of Deacon Hernandez’ affection for Father Pedro. The
deacon addresses it from “Jorge” to “Pedrito”.

IV.

Father Pedro’s Prior Improprieties: Original Christifidelis Report
and Miguel Cala Case

The original Christifidelis report from 2005 documented in the Archdiocese of Miami “a ‘gay’
superculture which fosters homosexual activity, the misspending and misdirecting of parish funds and
the prosecution of those (clergy and laity) who question this type of activity.”
The Christifidelis report available to the public on gawker.com has the names of the priests blacked out:
http://gawker.com/5825476/the‐catholic‐churchs‐secret‐gay‐cabal‐‐‐the‐documents/
http://gawker.com/5825254/the‐catholic‐churchs‐secret‐gay‐cabal
However, we have obtained the original report and as shown in Appendix Y Father Pedro and his
homosexual, non‐celibate lifestyle are discussed in pages 13‐14, 43‐44. Further, his name is also
included in Appendix Z in a list which discusses which priests engage in this lifestyle.
We are also alarmed because of the danger Father Pedro exposes our children to through the people he
appoints to work in close proximity with them. We are further alarmed that this pattern goes back as
illustrated by the Miguel Cala case. In July 2012, Channel 10 reported on Miguel Cala, a pedophile that
had been a seminarian under Father Pedro’s tenure as vocations director for the Archdiocese, and that
Father Pedro screened and recommended for a job at St. Andrews Catholic School in Coral Springs
where he then went on to molest boys. Below are links to this story as well as excerpts from the first:
Miguel Cala case articles:
http://miami.cbslocal.com/2012/07/12/accused‐molesters‐talk‐with‐victims‐father‐could‐impact‐
cases/
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http://www.local10.com/news/details‐emerge‐in‐molestation‐case_20151128094319180?item=1
Excerpts:
“Jeffrey Herman is an attorney for the families of four boys who say Cala molested them during
music lessons at their homes.” “Herman said Cala was kicked out of seminary school in Venezuela.
But for some reason, he was recruited by the Miami Arch Diocese to study here in the seminary.
However a Miami seminary letter stated, they stopped his seminary studies here too so that he could
“engage in serious counseling to deal with anxiety in his life.” Herman said that’s when Cala began
working at Saint Andrew Catholic School, a school run by the Arch Diocese of Miami. “The
Archdiocese of Miami in this case we are alleging put a known predator someone who was not fit to
be a priest because of his interest with kids into a school, the one place he shouldn’t be,” said
Herman.” ““I confessed so many times to so many priests,” said Cala. “I used to confess five times a
day a week… you know every time I masturbate I would I gotta go to confession because this is the
demon that makes me do this.”” ““He’s saying that he is a pedofile,”said Herman. “He’s admitting
that he abused these kids. He says that he’s always had these urges to have sex with boys and that
he made this information known to the seminary before he became a teacher.””

V.

Father Pedro’s Charities and Suspected Financial Irregularities

The original Christifidelis group documented cases where funds were diverted from the Church through
charities set‐up by priests. We do not have proof that Father Pedro has diverted funds, but there are
red flags as described below, that warrant further investigation.

A. Mision Manos Hermanas
Father Pedro is listed as the main contact for the charity Mision Manos Hermans Inc., which provides
scholarships to the needy in Peru. Per the screenshot below, from the website
www.taxexemptworld.com, it is registered as a Protestant charity. This raises questions as to the
motive behind this.
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B. Action of Solidarity Inc.
Pedro Corces is one of the directors of this charity which focuses on helping the ill in Venezuela. Per the
screenshot below, from the website www.taxexemptworld.com, it is not even registered as a religious
charity.
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C. Lax Parish Financial Controls and Financial Mismanagement of the Parish
When Father Pedro joined Saint Rose of Lima he quickly changed the passcode on the security system so
that only he can access the video. This state of affairs remains the same.
In this first year at Saint Rose Father Pedro also dismantled the Financial Oversight Committee.
Additionally, that year he changed financial manager three times, which one suspects would make
tracing the financials difficult.
When asked about the lack of financial transparency, Father Pedro responded via e‐mail that finance “is
not my forte”. This comment is surprising considering that he has 7 years of accounting experience at a
leading bank, Citibank prior to entering the priesthood.
Also concerning, the financial results of the Saint Rose of Lima Carnival are generally made available
within a month of the Carnival, which takes place in January. We are in May and do not have yet the
results.

D. Conspicuous Consumption
According to the website Simply Hired, the average priest’s salary in Miami is $44,000. The priests get
additional compensation through free housing. However, this still does not seem to account for Father
Pedro’s lifestyle, the lifestyle he provides to Alberto and nor his real estate investments. His parents
would not be the source of this difference since they are not wealthy.
Among the items Father Pedro consumes conspicuously:
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Frequent restaurant meals, sometimes having breakfast, lunch and dinner outside on the same day.
Expensive trips as documents above.
Cars: On March 9, 2016 Father Pedro leased a Mazda 3 Grand Touring “S”. His monthly lease
payment is $383.89 per Appendix T.
o Pedro Corces and his father Raimundo Manuel Corces own a 2005 Gold Honda Civic LX 4
door.
o Additionally, recently Father Pedro served as co‐signor on the purchase of a 2015 Grey
Chrysler 200 by a 21 year old, Alexis Ismael Aguero, whom is described by a relative of Mr.
Aguero as Father Pedro’s "nephew".

Real Estate
We also note that Father Pedro co‐owned with Robert Barbarito Hernandez a house in North Miami
until 1998: 1065 NE 121st Street, North Miami, FL 33161. This is the signature of Robert B. Hernandez in
the deed, which matches the signature on the sale document. The deed of sale can be found in
Appendix AA.
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In a “non‐identity” affidavit Robert B. Hernandez states that he used to live at 1337 Euclid Ave. #104
Miami Beach 33139. This apartment has also been associated with Father Pedro in prior research by
Christifidelis.
Subsequently, in 2014 Robert B. Hernandez entered into a mortgage for another property, with Jose
Ivan Guerra, his current boyfriend.

E. Other Financial Concerns‐ Father Pedro Ordination Anniversary Donations
For Father Pedro’s 27th Ordination Anniversary in 2015 the collection was intended to help a family in
the town of Cruces in the Cienfuegos province of Cuba to buy a house. This includes purportedly $300
from the Women’s Club. Father Pedro provided the picture below of the family in their new house.
However, it is strange that no details were ever provided on the receiving family, including their name
and address, the reason for their selection, nor was any interview of them ever published. We have also
learned about a rumor that this receiving family consists of relatives of Alberto Cardenas, the
maintenance worker. We would welcome an investigation into these details.

This year, for his 28th Ordination Anniversary, Father Pedro again is very actively asking for funds. Below
is the body of an e‐mail sent to the staff of Saint Rose of Lima on April 19, 2016.
“Come and celebrate 28 years of Ordination to the priesthood on May 22 at 9 a.m. Mass!. Please,
see attachment. Very important. Peace.”
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It is worth noting that he emphasizes as “Very important” the attachment to the e‐mail, which relates to
the donations he is seeking. In this case, donations are for the Malita Tagakolu Mission in the
Philippines. While Father Pedro always strongly advocates for donations to his chosen charities, he has
never shown much enthusiasm or interest in promoting the ABCD drive each year.

VI.

Father Pedro’s Lies Around the Departure of the Sisters of IHM

Untruthfulness Regarding the Reason(s) for the Nuns Depature
Father Pedro has given five contradictory reasons for why the sisters of I.H.M. are leaving Saint
Rose of Lima School for the upcoming school year. These contradictions have been pointed out to him
multiple times but he has been unwilling to admit that he has not been entirely truthful, nor has he
asked for forgiveness for his lack of candor with the faithful under his care.
1st Version ‐ Sisters of the I.H.M. did not have enough nuns and had to leave.
On Friday, January 22, 2016, the parents of Saint Rose received a letter sent by Father Pedro and by the
school Principal Sister Bernadette (see Appendix P) informing them that the Sisters, Servants of the
Immaculate Heart of Mary “finds it necessary to begin the process of withdrawal from St. Rose of Lima
School” as it does “not have the number of sisters needed to staff the schools we are presently serving.”
Understanding the authority and power that Father Pedro has over Sister Bernadette as her boss, he
would have either mandated this letter or at minimum had to approve its contents.
Father Pedro doubled down on this version during Mass on Sunday, where he reiterated that the Sisters
of I.H.M were withdrawing because of the lack of nuns. He asked for everyone to pray for more
vocations.
Requests for clarification from Saint Rose parishioners and the news media to the Archdiocese of Miami
have been met with this same explanation. A retired priest from another parish that we spoke with also
had told us that he also had been told that our nuns were leaving because the Sisters of I.H.M are
reorganizing due to the lack of nuns.
Interestingly, when a news reporter first contacted the head office of the Sisters of I.H.M. in
Pennsylvania they were wholly unaware of such reorganization. In fact they initially reiterated that they
would not accept assignments if they would not be able to staff them.
2nd Version – Father Pedro wanted a lay principal.
We subsequently learned that in a meeting of the staff of the school Father Pedro had explained to the
teachers and the administrators that he wanted to replace Sister Bernadette with a lay principal to bring
new thinking. We later learned that back in November 2015 Father Pedro had informed Sister
Bernadette that he wanted a lay principal. When a parishioner confronted Pedro Corces individually he
replied that I.H.M. was a “dying order” and that he wanted a lay person to lead the school moving
forward.
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In a letter than Father Pedro sent to Margie Pontillo at the Archdiocese of Miami in September 2014 he
said that with the nuns we were “we are paying a lot for very little”. (See Appendix AB.)
3rd – The Sisters had done something very grave that required their departure.
Another parishioner approached Father Pedro, reminding him first of all that it is a sin to lie, and then
proceeded to ask him why the nuns were leaving. Father Pedro responded to her that he could not talk
about it because he was under a “vow of silence” from above (“cura de silencio”). He further told her
that something very grave had happened, implying that the sisters had done something very bad, and
that through his silence he was protecting them from this awful truth. The parishioner was very
sympathetic to Father Pedro because she felt he evidenced “great stress” and she believed him.
Following that encounter, she went on to challenge any parishioner who asserted that the sisters were
speaking the truth about this matter (i.e., that Father Pedro had asked Sister Bernadette to leave and
did not want the nuns at the parish).
4th – Sister Bernadette had been asking him to let her leave for two years because she was tired.
On February 9th, following a meeting about the new tuition rates, a group of nine parents spoke with
Father Pedro who stood in front of the altar during this exchange. This exchange was as follows:
Parents: Why is our principal leaving?
Father Pedro: Sister Bernadette has been asking to leave for the past 2 years because she feels
tired. And this year we decided was the year to let her leave.
Parents: Do you want to have a lay principal?
Father Pedro: No, I asked for a sister to replace her but the IHM house did not have anyone.
Parents: Do you want the sisters to leave?
Father Pedro: No, I do not
Parents: If they want to stay would you have any objections?
Father Pedro: No, I would not.
Parents: If our principal Bernadette wants to stay will you allow her to stay?
Father Pedro: Yes, I would.
Father Pedro reiterated that she is leaving because she wants to leave.
A large group of parents spoke with Sister Bernadette following a meeting of the Home and School
Association On February 11th and she explained that she never told Father Pedro that she was tired of
the job or wanted to leave. In fact, Father Pedro’s request to her the prior November to replace her
with a lay principal had come as a complete surprise to her.
5th – Father Pedro is just a pawn and these decisions are made at the Archdiocese level, not by him.
Throughout his tenor, Father Pedro has made various major decisions which according to him were
“dictated from above” as he is “only a peon”, despite no evidence of this from other parishes we have
compared notes with. In various conversations regarding the reasons for the departure of the sisters of
I.H.M. he has made a point to emphasize that he is not the decision maker and that decisions are made
above him. In fact, this explanation is accepted by various leading members in the parish who have
continued to support Father Pedro and are coordinating closely with him on ways to further his agenda.
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Father Pedro’s Response to Clarifying Questions
There are various elements to Father Pedro’s approach when asked further questions in light of the
broad confusion given the five reasons provided above:
1) Completely ignore the questions and instead:
a) Praise the questioner for being a “good parent”.
b) Tell the parents in a letter and in homilies (such as during Easter mass) that “change is always
uncomfortable” and to “just hang in there”. In the e‐mail below to the staff, Father Pedro
recommends that the staff read “Who Moved My Cheese?” as a way to get more comfortable to
change and to not resist it.

d) Remind the parent that “God is Good. Very good.” And that he is “most convinced than ever
that God is always in control” even though Father Pedro is dictating the changes.
This is generally done via e‐mail or his preferred format, one on one meetings without
witnesses.
2) Remind others of the “favors” he has done for them. For example, at the impromptu meeting in
front of the altar with the nine parents, he asked one father why “you are asking me questions when I
helped you once with your tuition” and he also questioned another mother why she was asking him
questions considering the advice and counsel he had provided her in the past. The mother thanked him
again for past support but asked him why that means she could not ask any basic questions about the
situation.
3) Divide the parish and intimidate opponents by recruiting supporters and unleashing them as
“attack dogs”. The President of the HSA has publicly branded critics of Father Pedro’s removal of nuns
as “terrorists”. Another of many examples of intimidation was when another parent who belongs to the
core of Father Pedro’s supporters told a teacher “if you are interested in working at St Rose you had
better be quiet” after this teacher had posted on Facebook in support of keeping the nuns.
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4) Schedule one on one meetings with parishioners and then skip them: He did this to a mother and to
a couple. In both cases, working people at sacrifice to themselves took time off from work to attend
these meetings that he cancelled at the last minute.
5) Not provide the minimal information and yet question why anyone wants any information: In
response to a parishioners request for a town hall meeting to provide a question and answer forum,
Father Pedro replied via e‐mail: “I really don't know what more information people want. We have
been communicating by letters.” The first of these two letters provided misleading information, by
assigning as the culprit for the nuns’ departure a reorganization by the Sisters of I.H.M. The second
letter (see Appendix Q) did not provide any additional information the departures. It only advised that
“Changes are always hard. Even painful.” It also went on to explain that “One of the fears out there are
this moment is the presence of a lay principal in our school”. Father Pedro never bothered, and still
does not, to set the record straight as to why the nuns are leaving, or what his goals or vision for the
changes are nor why we should support it.

VII.

Father Pedro’s Lack of Concern for the Parish’s Well Being

He has told the parishioners various times in the homily that he did not want to be our Pastor. At
another time, at mass he informed us that his meeting with the Archbishop had not gone well, implying
that he was stuck with our parish. He has told another priest that he “hates” us. Ever since he became
a priest, the parish has gone from meeting its ABCD collections targets to missing them consistently.
Father Pedro, unlike other priests in the Archdiocese, never appeals for more funding for the ABCD even
though there should be an interest since any shortfall would have to be covered by the parish.
When a petition was presented to Father Pedro, which was signed by over 600 parents, students and
other stakeholders, asking that the Sisters of IHM stay at Saint Rose, he ignored the petition, just as he
has ignored all other such requests. Father Pedro has rejected the many calls for a parish town hall.

A. Exorbitant School Tuition Hikes
Per the table below, school tuition was hiked by as much as 73% for parishioners. These hikes were the
highest for parishioners and for families with multiple children. Father Pedro stressed that these hikes
were dictated by the Archbishop.
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Parishioners subsequently checked with other parishes and did not find any other tuition hikes of this
magnitude despite being within the same Archdiocese.
A letter was subsequently then sent to all families with three children or more encouraging them to
contact with Father Pedro so that he could arrange special discounts. (See Appendix W.) Why not treat
all parishioners’ students the same instead of creating some indebted few?
These hikes are more outstanding considering that the school recently received an $1.7 million estate
gift.
To add to the difficulties caused by these tuition increases, they were announced after the deadlines
had passed at other schools to enroll for the coming school year.
The e‐mail below again shows that Father Pedro actually is offering a tuition break but you have to reach
out to him personally.
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B. Cultivation of Personal Loyalties and Promotion of Divisions
In his meeting with the nine parents described above, Father Pedro made clear that he did not expect
any questions from people whom he had previously helped, in one case a parent who had a tuition
problem and in another case a parishioner who was going through personal difficulties and sought his
counsel. Given this, it is natural that it raises our suspicions when Father Pedro raises significantly the
tuition for parishioner, multi‐children families while at the same time encouraging them to come to him
personally if they need tuition breaks. Further suspicions are raised when certain faculty viewed as loyal
to him have been given scholarships for continued education or staff loyal to him are given exceptional
pay raises beyond the norm.

Father Pedro’s decisions and actions have greatly affected parish morale. An e‐mail to the men’s
Emmaus group on February 8, 2016 reports that the “issue” of the departure of the Sisters of I.H.M that
it “has harshly divided many in the St. Rose of Lima Community.”
In recent months, various school parents and volunteers who coincidentally have been sympathetic to
the plight of the Sisters of I.H.M. have received e‐mails from the school, announcing that they had been
suspended as volunteers for “no background check”. These gave the impression of being arbitrary
suspensions since these volunteers have had background checks run as required by Virtus. Despite
several requests, it has never been verified if the three maintenance workers hired by Father Pedro,
have had background checks.
Various parishioners who actively support Father Pedro have become hostile with those who have
questioned his decisions. We have learned of various threats made by parents who support Father
Pedro against those that have opposed his moves. As an example, one of the leading parent supporters
of Father Pedro called a fellow mother, with whom she generally does not talk, to ask her to stop
commenting in a Facebook page set‐up in support of the sisters of I.H.M. The supporter of Father
Pedro told her that the criticism of Father Pedro was “all lies” and that she “shouldn’t be getting
involved” because her daughter had only two years left in Saint Rose and she doesn’t want it to affect
her daughter. More recently, several parishioners report that supporters of Father Pedro have been
trying to dissuade them from attending a farewell event that is being planned for the nuns in June.
The President of the Home and School Association referred to certain people that have questioned
Father Pedro as “terrorists” on a public Facebook page set‐up to support the Sisters of I.H.M. Also not
supportive of unity and reconciliation, members of the board of the Home & School Association (HSA)
who publicly support Father Pedro, pushed for and obtained approval on March 16, 2016 of an
amendment to the bylaws of HSA which specifies for the first time a process for removing board
members. This move was understood by the community as being intended to provide the ability to
remove the two members of the board of the HSA who disagree with Father Pedro’s moves. Instead of
the usual HSA vote which is unanimous or one‐sided, this vote was close with 21 in favor and 18 against,
reflecting the highly divided community.
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As a result of these divisions and intimidation, parish morale is down as evidenced by:
 7 of 20 home room teachers have quit or opted to retire for the next school year.
 ABCD collections are down as noted above.
 Weekly collections have also fallen.
 As of March 5, 2016 apparently about 100 current families or about 25% of students had not
reregistered for the new school year.
 We have also learned of 42 families which have requested school transcripts, indicating potential
school transfers.

VIII.

Other Questionable Acts and Behaviors

Lack of Commitment to Parish and Attention to Priestly Duties
Father Pedro ignored a petition by 600+ people, to keep the nuns.
Father Pedro has failed to show up at various important events for the community.
On Friday, April 29, 2016, Father Pedro did not participate in the First Communion retreat. However, he
did have time later that day to go to the beach in Miami Beach with an unidentified, muscular younger
man arriving around 4:15pm. If one zooms into the second picture where Father Pedro is paying for
parking, one can see the white bracelet on his left hand that appears in some of Alberto Cardenas’
Facebook pictures where he shows Father Pedro’s hands only. At the bottom is Father Pedro, who lies
on the beach next to the companion.
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Below is a screenshot of a video upon Father Pedro’s return to the rectory. He appears to open the door
for the younger man. The picture to the right was taken later that day, at 6:34pm, at Whole Foods and
shows again Father Pedro with that man. Later that night around 1am the young man was observed
walking into the open garage of the rectory.

The following day April 30, 2016, day of the First Communion, Father Pedro left the rectory at 2:15pm
and returned at 5:49pm. Out of the car came out Father Pedro and the young, muscular man:
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Other Troubling Behavior
A neighbor of the rectory that we interviewed was deeply concerned that the rectory was “lately a frat
house”. According to this neighbor, at the rectory they are having “late parties on week nights”,
“blasting music” and waking up her children. She said that Saint Rose’s prior pastor, Father Doyle,
would invite them over throughout the year but since “this guy” came along, the rectory is “totally
closed up”. She went on to say that Father Pedro has “never said two words” to them. She “can't
believe the stuff going on there lately considering it’s supposed to be a group of priests living there.”
She was also concerned with the cars coming in and out constantly and the frequent parties.
A Cuban friend of Father Pedro and Alberto Cardenas named Candido Rivas Diaz stayed at the rectory
during his visit to Miami in August 2015 and wrote online a glowing review of the parish and Father
Pedro, of which an excerpt is included below (middle). A review of Mr. Rivas Diaz’ Facebook likes, which
includes many scantily dressed men draws into question yet the morale character of the people that
Father Pedro invites to stay over at a Catholic rectory.

Citizens Petition Regarding Equal Marriage
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Back in in 1997 Father Pedro signed a petition around equal rights regardless of sexual orientation. Such
petition would cover marriage as well.
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Over Preoccupation with Personal Looks
While he does not always attend parish matters, he does appear to be very preoccupied with his looks.
Father Pedro has been spotted various times at a local fitness club. In his trash there tends to be a fair
amount of beauty and personal care products like Vince Camuto cologne, many round cotton pads that
seemed to have taken some makeup off, hair growth serum, sea salt scrub and Invisalign wrapping. The
average cost for Invisalign can be $5,000‐$8,000.

Below is a receipt from Ulta Beauty products which has been paid by Father Pedro’s debit card. Father
Pedro has an Ultimate Rewards Member Number suggesting he is a frequent user.

Other products found in the garbage can be reviewed in Appendix X.
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Appendix A: Alberto Cardenas Job Description
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Appendix B: Direct TV Account in the Name of Pedro Corces for Service
in Alberto Cardenas’ Apartment
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Appendix C: Archdiocese of Miami List of Disqualifying Offenses
Certain disqualifying offenses by maintenance workers hired by Father Pedro, which have been
described in this report, are highlighted in the table below.
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Appendix D: Letter from Archbishop of Miami to Employees of the
Archdiocese (January 5, 2015)
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Appendix E: Language on Standard of Conduct in a Job Description for a
Maintenance Worker
Job descriptions within the Archdiocese, including those of maintenance staff, specify minimum
employee standards to be followed. This language below, while not from Saint Rose, consists of typical
language about the standard of conduct to be upheld.



Must have knowledge of the basic tenets of the Catholic Church.
Must be supportive of the mission and tenets of the Roman Catholic Church.Experience in a Roman
Catholic environment a plus.
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Appendix F: Volunteer Pledge to Promote Safe Environment
This form was distributed to all parents recently.
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Appendix G: Juan Alberto Cardenas Criminal History
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Appendix H: Juan Alberto Cardenas Arrest Affidavit for Prostitution
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Appendix I: Juan Alberto Cardenas Arrest Affidavit for Insurance Fraud
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Appendix J: Registration Information for Jalca Healing Hands Corp.
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Appendix K: Guest Folio from the Sheraton Hotel & Casino in Puerto Rico
April 8‐10, 2015
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Appendix L: Guest Folio from La Concha A Renaissance Resort November
13‐16, 2015
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Appendix M: Guest Folio from The Inn at Key West April 16‐17, 2016
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Appendix N: Alex Serpa aka Manolito Santiles Facebook “Likes”
Likes accessed on May 12, 2015.
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Appendix O: Report of Car Accident in 2004 with Junior Reyes as Father
Pedro’s Passenger
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Appendix P: Letter Informing of Departure of Sisters of I.H.M.
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Appendix Q: Follow‐up Letter to Announcement of Departure of Sisters
of I.H.M.
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Appendix R: Invoice From Hertz Car Rental in Puerto Rico
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Appendix S: Vehicle Record for Hertz Car Rental
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Appendix T: Father Pedro’s Monthly Lease Payment on Mazda
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Appendix U: Emmaus E‐mail About Divided Community
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Appendix V: Announcement of Father Pedro Talk On Communities and
Family
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Appendix W: Father Pedro Letter to Families with Three Children
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Appendix X: Personal Grooming Products From Rectory
Colognes:

Hair Growth Serum:

Makeup Removal:

Eye Gel and Hand & Body Lotion:
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Appendix Y: Excerpts of Pages from Original Christifidelis Report
Referencing Father Pedro
The following pages from the original Christifidelis report, include references to Father Pedro and his
non‐celibate lifestyle in pages 13‐14, 43‐44.
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Appendix Z: Original Christifidelis List of Priests Reviewed
[Appendix Z removed]
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Appendix AA: Deed of Sale on North Miami House
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Appendix AB: Letter from Father Pedro Explaining that with the Nuns
“We Are Paying a Lot For Very Little”
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File properties – Author is Pedro Corces:
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